[Changes in brain serotonin biosynthesis in rats with diabetes mellitus induced by streptozocin: effect of insulin treatment].
To investigate if the changes in the activity of the tryptophan-5-hydroxylase and in brain serotonin synthesis provoked by diabetes mellitus persist or return to normal in the diabetic rats submitted to treatment with insulin. Diabetes induced by the administration of streptozotocin in rats and their treatment with insulin was the paradigm used. At days 7, 14 and 21 of evolution, the brain serotonergic biosynthetic activity was evaluated. The diabetic rats showed a significant decrease of body weight. Also, they showed a low concentration of I-tryptophan, as well as a diminution in the activity of the key enzyme tryptophan-5-hydroxylase and its product serotonin in the cerebral cortex and brainstem. Interestingly, the activity of the enzyme was higher in the brainstem from day 14, accompanied with an elevation of the neurotransmitter. The diabetic rats submitted to treatment with insulin showed a complete physical recovery and a return to normal of plasma and brain I-tryptophan. The activity of the enzyme not only normalized but was elevated and with an increase of serotonin in the brainstem and cerebral cortex. The present findings confirm that diabetes mellitus produced a chronic anabolic deficit and a decrease in some brain regions of serotonin synthesis. Also, demonstrate that the diabetic rats under specific treatment with insulin had a complete physical recovery and a return to normal of the serotonin precursor in the blood and brain. However, the activity of the limiting enzyme TrpOH case was elevated with an increase of the neurotransmitter in all regions studied. Since the diabetic animal, insulin treated, does recover metabolically, the mechanism of activation of the serotonin biosynthetic path in the brain may not be dependent on the decreased availability of its precursor the free plasma I-tryptophan. Instead, it might be due to a change in the kinetics of tryptophan-5-hydroxylase, since its activity remains significantly increased in spite of plasma and brain normalization of its substrate. Altogether these changes in the biosynthesis of an important brain neurotransmitter may be of relevance in the pathophysiology of the psychoneurological complications in diabetic patients.